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After spending lots of time on preparation for tech interviews, and

found some items that really helped me. I feel like I should share

what I have found. Hopefully it might help someone in need.
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Posted by u/TranslatorAway9891 10 days ago 
Complete Technical Interview Preparation Cheat
Sheet.. This will save a lot of time I found this
Guide helpful.

Log In

Sign Up

purpleprincenero · 10 days ago

This is a good look, saved for later. The real question is

does one want to work in faang if they can oe

FullSlack · 9 days ago
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Maybe not true for everyone but as someone who

did both I’d take Big N over OE

Continue this thread 

flyiingpenguiin · 9 days ago

Not if it’s Amazon but the others maybe

dontraisin · 8 days ago

Much like a well diversified stock portfolio, the big

tech companies inevitably have a place in an

employment portfolio. They shouldn’t be 100%, but it

helps to have some allocation.

KindlyTax3931 · 9 days ago

I have been doing for 4 months.

jagzgunz · 9 days ago

People like are your make the world a better place. 😍😍

jcheong · 9 days ago

Is it in order? The most appeared in technical interviews?

creedbizness · 9 days ago

Hero, I saved this for later. Muchas gracias senor

sfdc2017 · 9 days ago

How do you save it for later?

balne · 9 days ago

The github link for the system design interview book

doesn't work fyi

abusnador · 9 days ago

Saved

SuitableRazzmatazz64 · 9 days ago

How does this have 500 upvotes and only 29 comments?

PaltryCharacter · 9 days ago
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More posts from the overemployed community

Wow this is awesome

methaddictlawyer · 9 days ago

Good stuff

RepresentativeOk3943 · 9 days ago

Thanks a tonne.

chamaco96 · 9 days ago

Thanks a lot. Really helpful

FiveJobs · 9 days ago

Deeze_Rmuh_Nudds · 9 days ago

Anything for supply chain industry?
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